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DI3EBT:

To sustain claim of uncanscionebility1 evidence must show
that Government took advantage of contrcetor in awarding
contract to it. Here shoring that contractor suffered
contract losses does not justify claim.

lChI Research, Inc. (ONIl) requests reconsidor:;_on of
our decilsion b-186301,A$;tober 19, 19.6, 76-2 CPD 341. The
dedisieouheld in part that in spite, of, the disparity between
,owI's wrice of $6.40 oar test ,ioeole sind the next lowet
propoadd price af $13.59 per test s*-ple, nar'illef could be
granted on grounds that the pr'-e was uAconscionable. We noted
that OMNI had been given ample opportunity to verify its proposed
price prior to award, and we concluded that it could not justifitbly
claim that the contracting agency had superior knowledge as to the
inadequacy of its proposed price.

OHNI contends however, that the ;cecord amply demonstrates
unconscionaiility. It poAnts out that relief has been granted
by this Office without rejard to fault of iie contractor. It
states as follows:

,n* * *OllI's actual I est of performing'~the
required analyses, which is far in excess of
the cuntract price, Indicateas the unconicion-
ability of the contraict price. The actual cost
of performance, $23.10 per ample, is altioat
four times the contrict price of 46.40 per sample.
lven if one, were to hIssue some inefficiency on
OGI's part (and there is absolutely nothing to

C auggeat any inefficienacy), the magnitude of the
difference clearly eastablishes that the Governrent
is getting something for nothing.

"Thus, the evidence before your Office
indicates thatJ
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-(a) E's contract price is
hignificantly lower than the price
offered by any other cospwayn

(b) the Government has adbitted
that under the contract they
received, 'a larger volume of
reliable data than couli have
been obtained elsewhere at even
double the cost';

(c) OMII's contract price is
significantly lower thani the
pr'ces it has subsequently
received for trace chemical analyses
of fish and fish productf; and

(d) MRI's contract price ia signi-
ficantly lower than its actual coast
of performance.

"None of this evidence has ever been-denied or re-
futed by tho Government. Based on this record,
the Comptroller General can only conclude that
OHNI's cwntract price is unconscionably low, and
that the Government in fact 'got something for
nothing'

In support of its position,0t'dII cites our decision in Yankee.
Engineering Co.. Inc. , -160573, June'19, 1974, /4-1 CPD.333,
where the protester states that we granted relief notwithstanding
verification by the bidder of its pric, which was 65 percent of
the next low bid. Finally, 0MNI contends that because relief
from an unconscionable price "rests upon equitable considerations"
this Office should consider such equitable factors as OMNI's,
inability to absorb the losses incurred, the benefits received by
the Government and the fact that O1MN is a small business with a
laboratory in Puerto Rico where its staff is composed entirely
of minority employees.

The Department of Commuerce, in reply to 0HNI's request fnr
reconsideration, contends that the requeatfor reconsideration
which was filed an November 17, 1976, is untimely under our Bid
Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R. I 20.9(b) in view of the Octobe. 19th
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issuun'n data of (-9Na decision. However, as tb. prior decision
points out, the tiur constraints of the Bid Protest Procedures do
not apy!y to claims such as this.

OMl points to evenats subsequent to the contract award to
donstrate that the cokitract price was unconscionable, Howevzr,
me find no 1pgal support for tha proposition that high costs
of contract performance or economic hardship; may e justify a dla
of unconscionability. As recognized in Yankte Engineeritt cvmpan,
Int,, B-180573, sunra, th-esssntial elemont of unconscioaability
is that the Covermaent was aware or should have been aware at
the tine of contract award thrt it wa etaking advhntage of the
contractor. In that cauot, a bidder miaLskanly computed its bid
price based on 6,023 feet of track as against the contract
specificatton of 10,180 feet. Based on this evidence of record,
we held that the Goverment should have realised 'hat it was
"getting suoethieg for nothing".

Here as noted in our prior decision, 05NI did not make a
mathematical, typogrsphical'or clericaal mistake In bid. It merely
underistik 'ted the costs 'of perfozaance.' However, at' th time
of award it was able, to convinca the contracting agency that its
proposed priceof $6.40 per sample wias reasonable. Aside from
the disparity of the preposedigrices6which were received from the
offerors, there were no osse'ntial facts unikinown to OMN1 which were
known orxshould have been ksi hnto the agency.. As noted in our
prior decision, officor's ptri 5s are not publicly revealed during
the courselof a nqgotiaLed tracurement. Howeor. OMNI was asked
to vcfysints prioostd pwrie After OMNI verified pts Price on
two occasions prior to avird,,the agency decided to defer to

OMNI's seemingly superior knowledge as to its own caiAbXTi ities,
facilities and proposed testing techniques. On this IsecL-rd it
may be said 'that the agency's original doubts concerting the
reasonableness of OMNI's proposed price were well founmdd. It
cannot be amid, however, that the agency acted unconscionably
or should have known that OMNI could not profitably perform the
contract at its proposed price. Therefore, we do not find that
our decision in Yankee Engineerina justifies relief in this case.

Whilaethe doctrine of unconscionibility doos rest upon
equittble cAisiderations, we cannot grant relief under this
doctrine merely because a contractor has suffered contract losses
and is a &.-all business with a staff composed of minority employees.
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In the absence of a showing thuat the Goireramsnt took advantage
of OK., we fiad no basi, to grant relLif bceauue of unconsclon-
ability.

Accordingly, our prior decivion is affirmed.

We note, however, that OHNI ha. an appeal piding before
the Department of Commerce's Contract Appeals Board based an
impossibility of performing this contract. It seems to us that
a number of OHNI'a arguments made with its claim of mistake or
unconscionability may be wire suitably presented in connection
with its appeal be'are the board.

/10414;4'E
Deputy Cowptroller General

of the United Statts
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